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Wednesday, October 29,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Weapon
proposal
outlined
Reagan package
backs reductions
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan has approved a
package of proposals tor sharp
reductions in U.S. and Soviet
strategic nuclear weapons and
the withdrawal of intermediaterange nuclear missiles from Europe, administration officials
said yesterday.
The package puts on the negotiating table in Geneva the key
proposals Reagan made to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
at their summit in Iceland earlier this month. It includes a ban
on all U.S. and Soviet ballistic
missiles by 1996, said the officials, who were willing to discuss the subject only on the
condition they not be named
publicly.
So far, Soviet negotiators have
resisted taking up seriously the
proposals Reagan discussed
with the Soviet Communist
Party General Secretary on Oct.
11-12, said Kenneth Adelman,
director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
"It seems they have been under instructions to be unhelpful
since the Reykjavik meeting,"
Adelman said in an interview.
"We want to build on Reykjavik.
They want to dispute."
Adelman said separate talks
would be held with the Soviets
next week in Geneva on improving the verification of underground nuclear tests. Reagan
told Gorbachev that better monitoring procedures could lead to
a treaty outlawing all blasts.
A MOKE modest U.S. arms
control package was sent to
chief U.S. negotiator Max Kampelman last week. Several key
items were held back, including
the proposed ban on U.S. ana
Soviet intermediate-range nuclear missiles in Europe.
The U.S. military chiefs
wanted to consider first the imKct that a missile ban would
ve on defending Western Europe from Soviet attack. NATO
ground forces are outmanned by
Warsaw Pact troops.
The discussion was held at the
White House Monday with Reagan presiding. The chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Adm.
William Crowe, participated
and endorsed the package, the
sources said.
The new instructions were
transmitted to Kampelman
Monday night.
Spokesman Larry Speakes,
accompanying Reagan on a political campaign trip to the
South yesterday, confirmed the
meeting.
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She Won't Leaf Him Alone!

BG News/Rob Upton

Yesterday's pleasant weather provided students with the opportunity to get out and enjoy the fall season. Darryl Thomas, Bowling Green resident, sits in the fallen leaves in the
University Hall courtyard while Carmen Magadan, junior biology major, tosses more leaves in his direction.

Priority scheduling ends Student SDI views
Committee found process presented problems
by Michelle Fisher
staff reporter
Students who have depended on priority scheduling to fill their needs will have one last semester
to take advantage of the service. Next fall, priority scheduling will be eliminated.
"We found that priority scheduling was creating
as many problems as it was helping students,
Susan Pugh, director of registration and scheduling, said. It was unfair and not meeting the needs
of students."
Priority scheduling gives certain groups of
students the opportunity to register for classes
before the rest of the student body and get first
choice of time slots. The system began during
former President Hollis Moore's presidency as a
way to accomodate the schedules of commuter
students and athletes, Pugh said.
But a review of registration procedures by the
University's auditing staff found that the current
Criority scheduling system wasn't meeting regis•ation needs. At President Olscamp's request, a
committee was formed to look into the problems
associated with priority scheduling and make
recommendations.
Pugh said the current priority system faltered
in three key areas. It was cumbersome, unfair and
counterproductive.
"THE PROCESS was very time-consuming and
included physically checking the schedules for
errors. It also included updating the names of
students and checking them with those on file,"
Pugh said.
The committee also found the process to be

unfair to other students, Pugh said. For example,
freshman and sophomores with priority registration were put ahead of all juniors and seniors in
the registration process, even though juniors and
seniors normally get first pick of class times.
Another problem was that many students still
received partial schedules because they did not
complete their registration request forms correctly. Of the 3,500 partial schedules distributed
last year, 1.300 were due to student errors, Pugh
said. To alleviate this problem the Registrar's
office will offer training programs for students to
learn how to fill out the forms correctly.
Though the priority scheduling will no longer
exist next fall, other options will be available to
meet registration needs. This includes free-time
sections for students to list on registration forms
in order to give them free-time slots to accommodate their activities, practice or work schedules.
"All students are free to use free-time sections if
there is an actual need," Pugh said. "We will also
meet with program directors and tailor free-time
sections for the groups."
MANY OF the students using the priority scheduling are commuter students. Sue Witschl, director of the Off-campus Student Center, said
students initially opposed eliminating the priority
scheduling, but now understand the reasons behind the change.
"We will use the free-time slots and hope to
avoid problems for students," Witschi said.
Students should go to their college advisors or to
the Registrar's office to set up the free-time
sections.

pursued by USG
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Government's proposed resolution opposing additional funding
for the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) may have minimal
impact on state representatives,
but the major goal is for USG to
inform students about the issue,
USG President Kelly McCoy
said yesterday.
"(I realize) the impact the
resolution will have on our representatives in Washington will
be very little, but nevertheless, I
don't think that should prevent
us from voicing concerns to people who are making decisions
about SDI," McCoy said.
The resolution, which was proposed at Monday night's meeting, was not passed since
senators said there was not
enough student awareness about
the issue.
She said it is important for
students to understand SDI.
"Initially there are two very
important things that can come
out of the SDI debate. One, the
overall increased awareness of
the issue for the student body,
and two, USG taking a stand on

the issue," said McCoy, who cosponsored the bill with Michael
Trempert, at-large senator.
If the resolution is passed by
the USG General Assembly, she
said it would be forwarded to
other organizations such as the
Union of Concerned Scientists,
who have pledged to not receive
SDI research funding.
USG ALSO is planning a forum on SDI to discuss both sides
of the issue. Speakers will include students and political science and chemistry faculty
members.
"We want to try to see how
students feel about the issues.
There are already those who
formed an opinion for and
against (the issue), but there
are those students who are uninformed," McCoy said. "They
base their information solely on
the 6 o'clock news."
McCoy said she based her
opposition to SDI on her experience doing research last summer on the subject for eight
weeks in Washington, D.C. She
did the work as an intern for the
Allard Lowenstein Fellowship,
an internship for politically-active students.

City gets fuel grant
Coal power plant funded by $4.9 million
by Melissa McGllllvray
staff reporter

BG News/AWx Horvath
Congressman Delbert Latta (R Ohio 5) listens as Albert Calderon explains to the media how his plant will
work.

A coal-fired power plant may soon provide clean
fuel for Bowling Green, partly because of a $4-9
million federal grant announced yesterday by
U.S. Rep. Delbert Latta (R-Ohio S).
Latta called the coal-fired technology "the most
advanced technology in coal gasification known
by anyone to date.'"
The plant is the brainchild of Albert Calderon, a
Bowling Green inventor who said the grant will
fund a test facility southeast of the I-7S - Ohio 64
interchange.
He said the test facility would later be built into
the electric power plant, which would sell power to
the city.
An agreement Calderon signed with Bowling
Green in 1985 states that the plant is to supply
power to the city by 1990. He plans to begin
construction of the plant in March 1988. he said.
Calderon said, "What we need is a clean, coalbased economy. People think oil is clean and coal
is dirty, but that's not true."
The process is completely contained and nothing gets into the atmosphere, he said.
As a result, be said the problem of acid rain and
the cost of cleaning coal will be eliminated.
INSTEAD OF just burning the coal, he said the
process will make use of its by-products by
extracting the sulfur and selling it as a commodity. The plant will burn Ohio coal, which has a
sulfur content too high to burn cleanly by conven-

tional means, Calderon said.
The plant will also produce slag, which can be
used in road construction and can produce glass.
Consequently, he believes that the process will
be profitable and should pay for itself.
The country needs coal-based economy because, unlike the Japanese, the U.S. does not
exploit its raw materials, he said. He compared
coal to milk.
"We have all of the goodies in the coal," he said.
"The cream of the coal is being wasted."
The coal-fired plant will provide the mechanism
for utilizing the coal supply, he said.
One of the by-products of the sulfur is methanol.
He said methanol has been maligned in the past,
but it actually burns 6V4 times cleaner than
gasoline.
Calderon said he had the idea for a coal-fired
power plant as early as 1969.
IN 1980, Latta began writing letters to then
President-Elect Ronald Reagan about Calderon's
invention.
The component test facility will be built as soon
as federal requirements are met, he said. He
plans to meet with Department of Energy officials
today to begin the approval process.
Calderon said he must match the federal grant
with 20 percent of his own money, money from
contractors, or from a bond issue passed by Ohio
voters in 1985 to promote the use of coal.
Additional money will come from the sale of $45
million in bonds authorized in 1985 by City Council.

Editorial
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A backward resolution
Undergraduate Student Government made a
wise move Monday by tabling a proposed
resolution against the Strategic Defense Initiative
since there was not enough student input on the
issue.
But it raises one question. Why even write a
resolution without knowing the thoughts of your
constituents?
It seems somewhat backward to us that Senatorat-large Michael Trempert and President Kelly
McCoy drafted the resolution before gauging student opinion.
The proposed resolution takes a sharp stand
against any additional funding for SDI, stating that
SDI is an accelerated arms build-up and an extension of the nuclear battleground into space.
How could such an opinion be made tor the entire
student body when even McCoy admits students
aren't aware enough about the issue?
We have an answer. It cannot.
What might have happened, however, is that
McCoy used her own opinions in writing the resolution. She said in a story on the front page of today's
News that she based her opposition to SDI on her
experience researching the topic for an internship
last summer.
It is commendable that McCoy was informed
before writing the resolution. But before taking
such a stand in her presidential capacity, we
believe she needs to be informed not only about
SDI, but about student opinion.
Sure, that opinion is being sought now, but if it
turns out to be contrary to the resolution, will USG
reverse its stand and write a new resolution supporting SDI funding?
We think it is unlikely. Instead, the proposed
resolution would not be passed and the issue probably would be forgotten.
McCoy, as well as other USG members, was
elected by the students and, as each said in their
campaigns, to serve the students.
Ignorantly drafting a resolution which takes such
a partisan stand is, however, unfair to those who
cast their ballots.

9

"War wimp strikes back
by Mike Royko
It's rare that one politician
will sue another for something
that's been said about him.
That's because name-calling
is part of our political tradition.
In any campaign, one candidate
will routinely accuse another of
everything from misfeasance,
malfeasance and nonfeasance.
to mopery, wife-beating ana
high treason.
Some sensitive souls are offended and refer to it as "mudBut I like to think of it as
"truth-slinging," an essential
part of the civic educational
process. How else are we to get
to know these people?
Apparently the Rev. Pat Robertson, who is thinking of running for president, falls into the
sensitive category.
He has just filed a $70 million
lawsuit against a present congressman and a former congressman for spreading a nasty
story about him.
The story concerns Robertson's military exploits during
the Korean War, when he was a
young Marine lieutenant.
In one of life's strange coincidences, Robertson was once on
a troopship that was headed for
Korea, where hordes of Chinese
and North Korean soldiers were
waiting to shoot at him. On the
same troopship was another
young Marine lieutenant named
PaulMcCloskey Jr.
Years later, Robertson would
become a famous television preacher. And McCloskey would
become a well-known congressman from California.
When Robertson recently an

nounced that he might want to
run for president, McCloskey
thought back to those days on
the Korea-bound troopship.
He remembered young Lt.
Robertson. In fact, he says he
remembered Robertson saying
be was going to phone his daddy
and have his daddy use political
clout to keep him out of harm's
way.
His daddy, A. Willis Robertson, happened to be a United
States senator from Virginia.
McCloskey also says he remembered that Robertson
didn't make it to Korea with the
others in that combat unit. Instead, Robertson got off the ship
in Japan while the others
chugged on to combat duty.
McCloskey, who is now in private practice, recently wrote
about his memories to Rep. Andrew Jacobs (D-Ind.). And Jacobs sort of passed the word
around.
Before long, the story got into
the newspapers, and Robertson
was very upset.
He denied that his daddy had
pulled Pentagon strings to get
him detoured to Japan, although
he did concede that he got off the
ship.
And he denied another of McCloskey's recollections that
when he later did go to Korea, he
served as a liquor officer. That
meant he would regularly fly to
Japan to bring back hooch for

the officer's club.
I don't know why the story
bothered Robertson. As I said in
an earlier column, if be did
manage to avoid combat duty, it
just showed that he was ahead of
the times.
Many of his fellow conservatives-including some in the
White House - came of age during the Vietnam War and used
various dodges to stay out of the
service. Why not? If they had
gone to Vietnam and been killed
by communists, they wouldn't
be around today to talk tough to
the communists. Life is a series
of trade-offs.
And there is nothing wrong
with having been a liquor officer, if that's what Robertson
was. When I was in Korea, the
liquor officer was far more popular than the chaplain.
But Robertson is angry- He
says that because McCloskey
and Jacobs are liberals, they're
trying to make him look ridiculous; that their story is calculated to portray him as sort of a
conservative war wimp, part of
that breed of public officials who
now talk tough to the commies
but found a safe haven when the
commie bullets were flying.
And so he has filed his lawsuit,
demanding $35 million and an
apology from each of them. I
don't know what he wants
more - the money or the apology. If it were me, I'd take the
dough and let them call me a

twit.
But neither McCloskey nor
Jacobs, both of whom were
wounded and decorated in Korea, sound concerned about the
lawsuit.
They say that after the
troopship story became public,
other men who were young lieutenants on that voyage came
forward to confirm their version.
If anything, McCloskey, now
In private law practice, sounds
like he might enjoy putting Robertson on the witness stand and
cross-examining him about
standing on the dock in Japan
and waving farewell to his buddies.
He might set the chance. Robertson sounds determined to go
ahead with the lawsuit. As he
put it:
"It is important that I demonstrate the falsehoods of these
stories. Otherwise, if I am
elected president, how could I,
as commander-in-chief, ever order a young American into combat if the record is not absolutely
clear that I never shirked military duty?"
Oh, that wouldn't be any problem, Pat. If a former Hollywood
film commando can send in the
troops, I'm sure a former liquor
officer can, too.
I'll even drink to that.
Royko is a columnist for theChicago Tribune.

When Halloween's a
corporation's dream
by Scott Munn
Scratch a vampire Halloween night and you'll
likely find a six-year-old kid who has visions of
candy corn rather than a ghoul with a sweet tooth
for plasma.
Or perhaps the demon of the night is passe, as
are witches, werewolves and their ilk. He-Man that handsomely muscular fellow with the goodguy complex - may not be immortal but his afterschool television address is easier to find than
Transylvania. And if there are Transformers
begging door to door also, at least they won't be
bored with the company of the uncouth undead or
merely archaic.
Let's not even venture as to how few ghosts will
be wandering graveless. A white sheet is more
easily scrounged from mom and dad's bed than
purchased from your local costume retailer.
There will be homemade creatures but they are a
modest bunch: unfortunately the annual ritual
must be gracea by the machine-made imagination
of advertisers to be taken seriously by many a
child. Not that the child is at fault.
One aspect of these developements is well and
good. Do we really want children to be emulating
ledgendary horrors, if only on one night (or late
afternoon) a year? Isn't it better for them to
pattern their youthful energies after the good
guys, or at least the unharmful?
Cinderella and the good witch of the North have
class. Smurfs and Strawberry Shortcakes - unbearably cute creations of the Madison Avenue
frankenstein that they are - seem (like He-Man)
to be objectionable not on the grounds of their
cardboard charm but because they're the offspring of corporations rather than an individual or
cultural imagination.
The only active interest most corporations have
in children is the hope that a wide-eyed young
audience will beleaguer their weary-eyed parents
to adopt the latest trend.
In a way, though, we're all children to the
Madison Avenue shepherd. It's just that some of
us have our own bank accounts.
Halloween, unsacred occasion that it Is, is no

more hallowed than the shopping days which
precede it. In this it joins Christmas and Easter
when it comes to the commercialism which is the
event.
Indeed, if people choose to spend their way
through the holidays that's their business and
somebody's gainful employment. Besides, Halloween certainly doesn't have the pull of
Christmas. It's doubtful many people get rich off
of it.
In this vein, if Bram Stoker were alive today (I
assume he isn't) and could somehow make his
Dracula Christmassy cheery it might very well be
his licensed livelihood. So you can't blame the
creators anymore than you can the consumers for
the credit-card/plastic aura that surrounds our
traditions.
The holidays we observe which punctuate the
year may sometimes appear nothing more than
an excuse to help oil the economy. That in itself
doesn't make them inauthentic. It's the haze of
greed as it becomes a more obvious force in our
celebrations that cheapens things.
Just what is so moving about Halloween? you
may ask. Well ... nothing I can think of in
particular. It's a custom which lost its meaning a
long time ago, subsidized today no doubt by the
secret gratitude of the dentists of the world.
If it didn't happen next year I wouldn't notice, as
it seems nothing more than a vague time somewhere in autumn which is undistinguished save
for thoughts of Poe and Lovecraft - whose dark
manifestos are tailor made excursions into iust
how frightening the human imagination can be and Houdini, who died 60 years ago this Friday.
Halloween is an undistinguished day because
it's an investment into into fantasy characters
who have no common touch; the corporations
from whence our tissue-paper monsters are bom
comprise a frighteningly mediocre contingent To
this end we also have cartoon creations more
noted for their franchise rights than for their
personalities come to life.
We have today's Halloween. Boo.
Munn is a freshman undecided major from
Tiffin.
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The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 We* t Hall
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Letters
Meet the candidates
Tuesday, November 4, is election day. All candidates need
your support and your vote. Be
informed voters by attending a
Meet the Candidates Night,
Wednesday, October 29, at 7
p.m. at Bowling Green High
School on West Poe Road. Itis
sponsored by the League of
Women Voters of Bowling Green
and Perrysburg. See you there.
Kay Sergent
10889 Gypsy Lane
Snake dance successful
The Resident Student Association once again sponsored and
organized the University's biggest Homecoming event, the
Snake Dance. The headline in
the Oct.14, 1906 BG News reading, "Low Participation Hurts
Snake Dance," shows another
perfect example of the encouragement given to negative, apathetic attitudes of some
University students.
Would your article have suffered from adding some life,
enthusiasm and praise for a
successful event? How about
emphasizing the fact that 579
people joined hands and
■'snaked" across campus in a
snow of spirit? The Snake Dance
attendance was lower than in
the past, but the dance was NOT

a failure. When is the last time a
campus event attracted nearly
600 people? Let's think about it major sporting events and uhh,
oh yeah, President Reagan was
here in 1964.
Your article also infers that
Gregg DeCrane called the bonfire and fireworks a success.
Now I'm confused. How can the
bonfire and fireworks be a success and the Snake Dance be
such a disappointment, when the
bonfire crowd is the Snake
Dance crowd? When the Snake
Dance arrived at the bonfire
there was almost nobody there,
but wibin minutes the Snake
Dance participants brought College Park to life.
My intention here is not to hurt
feelings. My intention is to promote a more positive attitude on
this campus and especially in
Hie BG News office. Perhaps
the next time 579 enthusiastic
people gather, they can get a
little more recognition than a
page four article saying it sure
would have been nice if there
were 8,000 people instead of 579.
Also, to the 579 Snake Dance
participants, I would like to offer you the congratulations you
deserve for being a part of the
University's biggest, most successful event. Don't lose your
spirit because a newspaper article chose to emphasize that you
did not bring 7,500 people with
you!
Allen Window
514 Offenhaner West
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Show responsiblity
I was somewhat troubled by
USG President Kelley McCoy's
statement (in 7Tie BG News,
Oct. 28) that SDI is an issue that
"in reality doesn't really affect
us." Further, she claims that
students may feel that "we have
no business addressing SDI."
Any responsible student
should realize that national political questions such as SDI
have very real, very direct consequences for everyone - students included. The money for
such large defense projects
comes from our tax dollars,
dollars which might be better
spent on education, student
loans, welfare or health care.
Rather than be self-congratulatory about our involvement on
a specific issue such as a resolution concerning SDI, we might
better ask ourselves why we
don't get involved more often on
questions such as aid to the
contras, the size of the defense
budget and the cuts in funds
available to schools and communities. These questions in Washington affect our lives in very
direct ways. The sooner we realize that and begin to exercise
our right and our duty to comment on these issues, the better
off we will be.
Thomas S. Edwards
Teaching feUow,
Department of German, Russian and East Asian Languages
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Housing sought
for Pi Beta Phi

Members concerned about unity
by John Meola
staff reporter

The search continues for a
house for the Pi Beta Phi
sorority.
Since the sorority founded a
chapter on campus last
spring, the chapter has not
had a permanent home. They
have been meeting in fraternity houses and in the Union.
Members are living in their
own dorm rooms and apartments.
According to Karen Sasfy,
president of Pi Beta Phi,
alumnae of other chapters
who are living in northwest
Ohio are actively looking for
an off-campus house for the
sorority.
Cindy Price, assistant director of small-group housing
and Greek Life, said that the
Greek Life office is waiting
for an on-campus house to be
vacated.
Price said that on-campus
fraternities and sororities
must meet certain requirements such as having enough
members to live in the house.
If the requirements are not
met. Price said, then the
group is removed from the
house and another group can
petition to occupy it.
Greek Life will know what
will be open by Nov. 19.
Sasfy said that there are
some problems that are
caused by the lack of a house.
"One filing that's difficult
for us is communication with
the members," Sasfy said.

ANOTHER PROBLEM for
the sorority is that people do
not know where to contact
them. Now, its tie to the rest
of the world is its mailbox at
425 Student Services.
Sasfy said that a house is
not the most important thing
to the sorority.
"The members are the
most important thing to us,"
she said.
She said that the pledges
and the members are "anxious" to have a house in which
to live.
The lack of a house has hurt
enrollment during the formal
rush. However, Pi Beta Phi
was able to achieve its quota
of 36 pledges through "open
bidding," a process where a
potential pledge can join a
sorority without going
through the rush process.
"The freshmen coming
from high school expect a
sorority house. Since we
didn't have a house, some
freshmen were turned off
from joining," said Sasfy.
The earliest date Pi Beta
Phi expects to have a house is
next fall. They are going to
make presentations explaining their situation to the
Housing Office and the Panhellenic Council next month.
Sasfy said that the lack of a
house has not hurt the sorority's visibility on campus.
"We've been extremely visible," said Sasfy. "We have
the highest membership on
campus and we have a strong
showing at philanthropies,
she added.
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Contestant
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, October 29
7:30pm 302 Eppler South
All women ages 17-26 interested
in participating in the pageant
should attend

Car Care Workshop
with Tom Sockman

Prof suggests exit exams
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Requiring students to take
exit exams before they can
graduate is a better way to measure student knowledge than by
University graduation requirements which focus on grades
and credit hours, according to
the University's newest Distinguished Professor.
Pietro Badia, professor of psychology, spoke yesterday at a
convocation honoring him for
being named University Distinguished ■ Professor, the seventh
in the University's history.
He said mediocre performance by students should not
result in graduation. The current requirements only infer
that learning has occured, but
there is no real measure of mastery, he said.
Exit exams would focus student priorities on preparation
instead of grades, and be a powerful determinent in behavior,
he said.
"If evaluation focuses on competence, students will focus on
competence," he said.
He said it will not be easy to
determine what mastery is in
creating exit exams, but this is a
problem that must be worked
through.
"If educational changes are to
occur, they must be measurable
changes," he said.
BADIA SAD) there is a gap
between what instructors expect
from students, and the work
students put forth. He cited statistics snowing 37 percent of
students are bored in class, 40
percent find their general studies classes irrelevant, and 30
percent spend more time watching television than studying.
These student attitudes, encouraged by low faculty expectations, do not leave the student
with any pride in their underEaduate degree. This is part of
s reason students are so unruly at commencement services, lie said.
"It (behavior at graduation)
is undignified and demeaning,"
he said. "It shows a lack of
respect for the baccalaureate
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Dr. Pietro Badia
degree."
B the University is to gain a
greater national reputation
there needs to be more time
devoted to studying, contemplation and reflecting. Standards
must be raised ana "expressed
boldly" in University brochures
and at orientation, he said.
"Hard work, committment,
dedication and sacrifice are necessary to become an educated
person," he said.
He said students should be
taught that self-worth and pride
are the result of such efforts.
"IT IS CHEATING them to
demand less, and deceiving
them to promise more," he said.
Badia said another flaw in the
grading system is students are
forced to view their peers as

KAZOO DAY

• First 5,000 to enter on west side
of stadium on game day recieve a
FREE KAZOO courtesy of WIOTFM 104
Be a part of Ohio's largest band as
the Student Auxiliary KAZOO
Band joins the BGSU Marching
Band in a stirring rendition of
"Auld Lang Syne" in honor of
NIU'S final appearance
at Perry Field.

SADIE HAWKINS DAY
In honor olthe wold's lavorite man-chaser

adversaries because of curved
Srading systems. He said stuent performance should be
measured against an absolute
standard of excellence.
He said emphasis should be
placed on fully learning the
material, which is discouraged
when instructors curve grades.
"Partial mastery is not mastery at all," he said.
He said faculty members
should encourage student involvement in causes as a way to
challenge values and create unrest.
He also said faculty should be
models for rational thought,
with clear use of the English
language, and increased faculty/student interaction.
Badia came to the University

in 1962. He has a doctorate from
Adelphi University, and has
done considerable research in
the area of sleep disorders.
He was nominated for the Distinguished Professor award by
the psychology department and
by Kendall Baker, dean of the
college of arts and sciences.
The other seven Distinguished
Professors are Ray Browne,
chair of the popular culture department; Janice Pallister, professor of romance languages;
Bernard Sternsher, professor of
history; William Jackson, professor emeritus of biological sciences; Robert Guion, professor
of psychology; Orlando Behling,
Srofessor of management; and
ohn Paul Scott, professor of
psychology.

FALCON FOOTBALL HALLOWEEN
COSTUME CONTEST

• Great Prizes
- Raleigh 10 Speed Bicycle courtesy of PurcerV; . 19* Place
- 2 tickets to any Cavalier home
game. 2nd Place
- 2 tickets to Browns/Dolphins
Monday Night Football game on
Nov. 10. 3'd Place
• Wear your costume and listen for
details at 1:00 over the P.A.
system on game day!

ALL-SPORTS PASS
APPRECIATION DAY

of Sockman's Automotive
Where: Off Campus Student Center
When: Wednesday, October 29*
12:00 noon

Everyone Welcome!
Spoored by: The Off Campus
Student Organization
and Student Consumer Union

Girls buy tickets for the guys!
- If she has an All-Sports Pass, She
buys his for $1
- If she doesn't, she pays $2 for
hers and $1 for his.
TREAT YOUR FAVORITE GUY
TO FALCON FOOTBALL FUN!
Sponsored by
Jownlown nc

• FIRST 2,000 All-Sports Pass
holders attending game get a
FREE MUG courtesy of
jOwniOwr| ,rV

and

OliiMiUikee.

KEEP THE HOME WINNING
STREAK ALIVE!
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University alum Students 'sea' marine life in lab
rates arms talks
by Nancy Erikion
staff reporter

by Don Lee
news editor

Arms control agreements
with the Soviets can work as
long as Moscow can be convinced that one side is not
favored over the other,
according to a University
alumnus and former U.S.
Foreign Service officer.
Kempton Jenkins, a 1948
University graduate who is
now corporate vice-president
of Armco Steel of Middletown, has held several posts
in the foreign service, including a stint at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
He was on campus yesterday as part of Faculty Alumni
Week, and spoke to several
history classes yesterday.
"If we look for an
agreement where we benefit
at their expense they would
never accept it, and neither
would we" under similar circumstances, Jenkins said.
Yet any agreement should
be safeguarded by each side
having the ability to make
sure the other is keeping the
terms of the deal, he said.
For the most part, both the
United States and the Soviet
Union have kept their
agreements, he said, adding
that alleged violations on the
part of the Soviets are "debatable," except for the construction of a large radar unit
in Siberia, which may be in
violation of the antiballistic
missile (ABM) treaty.
Jenkins blamed the rocky
nature of U.S. and Soviet

arms negotiations partly on
the officials in charge of the
U.S. negotiations.
"DO WE HAVE the best
people we could have in
charge of arms control negotiations? I don't think so," he
said.
Jenkins said some of the
people involved on the U.S.
negotiating team, including
Secretary of State George
Shultz, had the "vision" necessary to negotiate successfully, but they did not control
the negotiating process.
"The people in control don't
want accomodation. They
want confrontation until the
Soviets collapse."
Representatives of the socalled "Far Right,"some of
whom are involved in the
negotiations, do not want to
compromise with the Soviets
on arms control, he said.
"(They're) afraid if we
make progress on arms control, the public appetite for
arms expenditures will vanish overnight," gutting American defenses, he said.
Jenkins said he believes the
American people, and President Reagan, know that the
United States must maintain
strong defenses but still offer
incentives for arms control.
However, negotiators must
not seek to use the arms talks
to try to tip the balance in the
United States' favor at the
Soviets' expense.
"It can't be a one-way bargain. They live on the globe
too," he said.

STUDENT RECREA TION CENTER
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Sea World is not the only place
for students to see marine life up
close. The Marine Life Lab in
the University's Life Sciences
building offers a chance for students to observe marine life as
well as participate in the care
for such life.
The Marine Life Lab in 209
Life Sciences is used for studying and caring for aquatic life
from different areas in the country. The lab is run by faculty and
student collaboration.
Cynthia Groat, associate professor and marine science coordinator, along with two students,
Steve Toth and John Young,
started the lab in 1963.
"The idea for the lab was
conceived in 1962, but it took us
time to prepare for the project,"
Groat said.
She said that the lab was created to provide students with a
place to work with marine life
and learn how to maintain an
aquatic tank.

"The two students and myself
felt that biology students could
get more out of studying live
animals than stuffed or preserved specimens," Groat said.
She said that when she went to
the department with the idea,
they gave her $50 to experiment
with the project.
"THAT ISN'T a lot of money,
but then again I was very young
and new at the University and
the department was not going to
take a risk on a young woman
and two students, Groat said.
With the money, Groat, Toth
and Young set up five 10-gallon
tanks in the anatomy laboratory
in Moseley Hall. Consultants
from the Cleveland Aquarium
advised them on designing 20gallon outside filters for each
taiik.
In the spring of 1963, Toth and
Young went to Ocean Springs,
Miss., for their spring break.

B<;

Dinner time

They collected more marine life
than was expected but the project was successful, Groat said.
She said that after the project
proved a success, she began
working on organizing a course
and field trip. In the fall of 1963,
the first organized marine biology course for biology students was formed. The students
study and collect saltwater and
freshwater aquatic life from all
over the country. Once collected, the specimens are put in
tanks that are similar to the
organism's natural habitat.
"My first class was only six
people, but it was very worthwhile. I worked with the students as partners," Groat said.
"As time went by. the course
became more popular."

November 7, 8 & 9
$1 Guest Pass Available For
BGSU Students' Parents

She said that non-majors are
encouraged to volunteer in the
lab.
"I recommend that a student
take BIO 108 or 109 and express
an interest to learn if they want
to maintain one of the tanks in
the lab," Groat said.

The lab has about 300 varieties
of animal and plant life, mostly
aquatic animals.
We have everything from
algae to freshwater gars (long,
narrow-bodied fish). There are
also many kinds of crabs, starfish and saltwater fish," Groat
said.
"Many of the species are represented from the mollusk and
crustacian groups. We have a lot
of fish species too," Groat said.

Biology majors interested in
Marine Biology benefit greatly
from a program like this, she
said.
"This lab is the only inland lab
of its kind in Ohio, except Sea
World," Groat said.

MARKT~~

§J Going home this weekend?
Need a ride home?

Large 1 Item Pizza

Call USG Dial-A Ride

372-7522

She added that the students
get better experience here in
Ohio as opposed to a coastal
school because they not only
become familar with the aquatic
life but also with the mechanics
of the tanks and caring for the
specimens.

NON-BIOLOGY majors may
sign up for the lab by taking
Biology 108 and 109. These
classes are geared towards the
study of marine life.
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Patricia McCartney, sophmore marine biology major, feeds tropical fish in one of the aquairiums at the
biology lab
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1 mill operating
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In concert Saturday, November 8th at
8:00 p.m. Tickets are now on sale for
this 11th annual Parents Day show.
Call the Alumni Center, 2-2701, or
stop by, to purchase $8 or $5 tickets.
All seats are reserved.
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Delay of nuke plant vote denied Cancer deaths
to drop by half
BETHESDA, Md. (AP)-Ohio officials
appeared to come up empty-handed yesterday in their request For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to postpone voting on a
full-power operating license for the Perry
nuclear power plant.
The request came during a day-long meeting between NRC officials and the Ohio
Emergency Evacuation Review Team. The
NRC has tentatively scheduled a vote on the
plant for tomorrow.
The three-member state task force was
formed by Gov. Richard Celeste to review
evacuation plans for the Perry plant and the
Davis-Besse nuclear power station. Celeste
has withdrawn state support for the plans
and filed to intervene in the licensing procedure for Perry.
William Denihan chairman of the review
team, told NRC officials that he hopes to
complete the review between Dec. 1 and
Dec. 15 and does not believe a vote delay will
harm the Perry plant since the plant is not
ready to operate at full power. He also
indicated that the team is prepared to recommend that the governor take legal action

to protect the state's interest regarding the
license.
Victor Stello, the NRCs executive director for operations, said that while the full
commission could vote to authorize a fullEwer license, it would not actually be
ued until the NRC staff feels that the
plant is ready.
"A CONFRONTATION is nonsense,"
Stello told Denihan. "I don't think it does
you any good. And it doesn't do us any good.
We don't want it. We're talking about your
rights. We're talking about our rights. And
somebody needs to worry about the rights of
the ratepayers. They're going to suffer."
A consortium of utilities headed by the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. owns
the Perry plant on the Lake Erie shore about
35 miles east of Cleveland. The plant is
licensed to operate at no more than 5 percent power.
James Keppler, the NRCs regional administrator in Chicago, said the plant probably would be ready for a full-power license
by late November or early December.

"We're not going to let the plant operate if
we don't think itrs safe," Stello said. His
remarks triggered an exchange between
Stello and Raymond Galloway, adjutant
general of Ohio and member of the review

"We can't tell our governor right now that
we think if that plant goes 100 percent that
he can protect all the people of Ohio if
there's an accident, based on the kinds of
things that we're picking up in our plan,"
said Galloway. "And we definitely have
some loopholes out there that are our responsibility to fix.
"CANT YOU give us time to fix that
before you give those people that license to
go ahead and start pumping power through
that baby?"
Stello suggested that once the team completes its review, any problems that are
pinpointed be dealt with at that time.
'Ill make sure that I let the (NRC)
chairman know whatyou've told me," Stello
told the task force. He said changing items
from the commission's agenda requires
certain procedures.

Ethiopian crisis diminishes
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
(AP)-Rain softly patters on
the patchwork of green fields
around this highlands capital,
an expected plague of locusts
has not materialized, and the
U.N. emergency office is closing
up shop.
Two years after the outside
world became aware of a devastating famine in this East
African nation, Ethiopia is gradually rebuilding its food stocks
and supply system.
But, by most accounts, as
many as 2.5 million of its 42
million people will teeter on the
brink or starvation for at least
another decade unless the country gets a huge transfusion of
long-term development aid.
An estimated 1 million people
died in Ethiopia alone during the
1984-85 Africa famine. Hundreds
of thousands of other Ethiopians
were saved only by a massive
outpouring of international aid.
'The situation today is less

If you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bring our world
together, send for
information.

alarming and more within the
possibility of control than in
those nightmare days," the head
of the government s Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission,
Berhanu Jembere, said in an
interview.
But the Ethiopian official
sounded a cautionary note.
"Despite misperceptions in
some quarters that the crisis is
over, we are still gripped by and
continue to grapple with the
C'llem of food shortage," Beru said.
SAID THE chief representative in Addis Ababa for UNICEF, Gregorio Monasta of Italy,
"Ethiopia will remain a country
in a situation of emergency for
at least 10 years."
Michael Priestley, who heads
the United Nations' Office for
Emergency Operations here,
pointed out that even in a normal year Ethiopia suffers a
shortfall of 400,000 metric tons of
grain, and about 2.5 million people go hungry. At the height of

the famine, 8 million people
needed emergency food aid.
"It's going to take a lot of
recovery," said Priestley, a Briton.
Reflecting the diminished crisis, the U.N. emergency office,
which opened in November 1964
to help coordinate famine relief,
is closing at the end of this year.
Priestley noted that staff members of the Addis Ababa office of
the U.N. Development Program
will still deal with famine aid.
Even by the U.N. official's
measure of normality, Ethiopia
has a long way to go.
Berhanu said his Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission, the
main government agency that
coped with the famine, estimated that 6.7 million Ethiopians needed emergency
assistance in 1986, amounting to
1.24 million metric tons of food.
Projections are impossible
now, but better crops are likely
in 1967, with decent rains.

"PROVIDING THERE are no
horrendous pest attacks, Ethiopia will have a good harvest,"
Priestley said in an interview.
"You can say we are guardedly
optimistic."
Plagues of locusts and grasshoppers infested huge swaths of
Africa this year in the wake of
rains that broke the drought.
"We're beginning to feel we
might have escaped," PriesUey
said.
But he said it would be "a fair
guess" that at least 2.5 million
Ethiopians will need emergency
assistance in 1987 - the norm for
the decade before the 1984-85
famine.
The main problem in 1987,
Priestley said, will be pockets of
famine caused by insufficient
rainfall, a cattle disease called
trypanosomiasis spread by the
tsetse fly, localized pest infestations, hailstorms and flooding,
and the lack of good roads to get
food to hungry people.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Cancer Institute
said yesterday that the agEessive use of existing
owledge could cut the annual cancer death rate in half
by the year 2000.
The institute released a
plan, combining cancer prevention, screening, early detection and treatment, that it
said could produce dramatic
results by the turn of the
century if it were adopted as
a national goal.

"Knowledge gained over
the years can be used to control a significant portion of
the disease which was responsible for an estimated 462,000
deaths in 1985," said Dr. Vincent DeVita, director of the
institute.
Detailed in a new report
entitled "Cancer Control Objectives for the Nation: 19852000," the plan calls for
stepped-up efforts against
cigarette smoking ana poor
diet and earlier use of the
latest diagnostic and treatment techniques.
"The report on cancer control objectives is important
because it represents a comprehensive plan of action,"
DeVita said.
The strategy would require
cooperation from the public,
industry, health professions,
news media and government
to succeed, he continued.
AMONG OTHER things, it
calls for industry to increase
health promotion in the workplace, the news media to better spread information about
cancer prevention and control, voluntary organizations
to offer more health education and screening programs
at the local level and nealth
professional groups to reemphasize cancer control in
training programs.
The national mortality rate
from cancer in 1980, based on
the latest available data, was

183 deaths per 100,000 persons
annually. This figure could be
cut by as much as 50 percent
in 15 years by using the prevention and treatment knowledge already available, NCI
officials said.
Dr. Edward Sondik, an NCI
official who helped analyze
and edit the report, said in an
interview that there is no
estimate of how much the
expanded anticancer effort
would cost.

"We have not done a detailed budget on what this
would cost, but once one understands what can be done,
then they can determine how
to do it," Sondik said.
"The thing that we are addressing with this report is
that you can do something
about cancer now without
waiting for some research
breakthroughs." he continued. "Research is important
and we stress that. The projections we have on reducing
cancer death rely to a great
extent on the products ofpast
and future research.
"BUT WE think there has
been a sense that cancer is a
problem we can't get a hold
of, that we as individuals
can't do much about it," he
said, "and that just isn't
true."
Sondik noted that 30 percent of cancer deaths are due
directly to smoking, but that
the public doesn't fully understand how much can be
gained just by stopping this
practice.
The report said 54 million
smokedaily, and that this
number has to be reduced to
less than 15 percent to cut the
incidence of smoking-related
cancers by the year 2000. It
noted that while male smoking was dropping, women
were picking up the habit and
female lung cancer rates may
exceed those of men by the
turn of the century.
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MUM SALE
October 27 - November 4
Available in Student Services Forum
and Math Science Building.
Rowers in yellow or white for
only $2.50
Sponsored by Orientation Board
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GET INVOLVED
USG Committee Positions
Available to all Undergraduates
• Retention Committee
• Public Safety Advisory Board
• University Safety Committee
Applications are available in 405 Student Services.
Due Wednesday Nov. 5

To a KEY senior portrait
by Varden Studios
Schedule your portrait NOW for the Nov. 3-21 session.
Early scheduling assures you of the time that YOU want.
Call 372-8086 today or stop by The KEY office, 28 West Hall.

Flash that winning smile!
Get exposed in Ohio's best selling yearbook!
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U.S. base bombed Crossing guard killed
no such attacks.
A telephone caller to The Associated Press,
claiming to speak for the Macheteros, said the
bombings were a protest of alleged plans to train
Nicaraguan rebels in Puerto Rico.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)- Bombs went off
early yesterday at two U.S. military facilities, and
explosives were defused at a half-dozen other U.S.
installations in this Caribbean island, authorities
reported.
A passer-by was reported slightly injured by
flying glass at an Army recruiting office in Fajardo, 25 miles east of San Juan. The other
explosion, at a military warehouse in the suburb
of Buchanan, did no damage to the building but
wrecked a military pickup truck outside.

SOURCES IN the Reagan administration said
Monday that the Pentagon was developing plans
to train the anti-Sandinista rebels, Known as
Contras, in the United States and that Puerto Rico
was one of three possible sites.
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon said Monday he
was unaware of a plan to train Contras in Puerto
Rico, but he would not say how he would respond if
asked to allow it.
Bombs were found and deactivated at armed
forces recruiting offices in Cayey, about 25 miles
south of San Juan; the Santurce and Bayamon
suburbs; at two sites in Aguadilla, 75 miles west of
San Juan, and at a National Guard office in
Mayaguez near Aguadilla, police spokesman Joseph Cortes said.

Responsibility for the explosions was claimed
by the Macheteros (Machete Wielders), a group
that has used violence in the past in its campaign
for the independence of Puerto Rico, a VS.
commonwealth.
"We attack today a series of enemy military
objectives throughout our occupied country," said
a statement from the group. It indicated that
targets on the U.S. mainland also would be hit, but
FBI special agent Diader Rosario said he knew of

Soviets to visit U.S.
Seismologists monitor nuclear test tremors
NEW YORK (AP)-Soviet
seismologists will visit the
United States in November to
select locations in California and
Nevada for equipment to monitor the earth tremors from U.S.
nuclear weapons tests, a scientist said yesterday.
The visit is the latest step in an
agreement negotiated privately
between U.S. and Soviet scientists that has allowed Americans
for the first time to begin such
monitoring inside the Soviet
Union, said Thomas Cochran,
senior staff scientist of the Natural Resources Defense Council.
However, the government
won't permit the Soviet scientists to visit the actual sites for
the equipment because they

TRADEWINDS
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don't represent the Soviet government, he said.
Cochran, who initiated the discussions with the Soviet Academy of Sciences that led to the
agreement, said at a news conference that both parties have
also agreed to establish a computer link between the American and Soviet monitoring
stations.
The agreement is intended to
promote the signing of armscontrol agreements by making it
possible for Americans to verify
that the Soviet Union is observing any such agreements, Cochran said.
THE THREE American monitoring stations now operating
near the Soviet Union's principal nuclear test site near the city
of Scmipalatinsk, about 1,800
miles southeast of Moscow, are
adequate to detect any violations of the current Soviet moratorium on nuclear weapons
tests, Cochran said.
"Our stations in effect cover
their test site." he said. "We can
monitor explosions down to a
few tons."
The stations also serve as prototypes for the estimated 25 stations that would be needed
inside the Soviet Union to mon-
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CHICAGO (AP)-Evelyn
Despenza spent most of her 73
years looking out for children, shepherding them
safely across busy streets to
school, watching them play
from her living-room window,
pushing their swings on the
playground.
After 33 years as a crossing
guard, she was killed in the
fine of duty Monday when she
stepped off a curb to help a
child. She walked into the
path of a car that struck her
and sped away.
"The kids have accepted
it," Dian Cooper, principal at
Warren School, said yesterday. "They're rather subdued, but they're going on."
"We talked with the kids
about how we want to remember her, and we decided we'll
participate in whatever the
family plans," Cooper said.
"But the kids felt strongly
about this, and we're going to
try and get some kind of me-

morial, maybe a plaque, put
out on her comer.
Cooper was one of the first
to reach Despenza, a widow
who lived alone.
"There was this guy bending over her and he was crying," Cooper said. "When he
left, somebody said "That was
him, the driver.' One of my
aides followed him in her car
and got his license plate number."
TWO HOURS later, Charles
Davis, 35, surrendered to police and was charged with
drunken driving, misdemeanor leaving the scene of an
accident and failing to yield
to a pedestrian, said police
Set. James Knightly.
Davis posted bond and is
scheduled to appear in court
Nov. 24. Knightly said that if
Davis waited beyond three
hours to surrender he could
have been charged with a
felony.

Despenza was only the second crossing guard killed on
the job since the police department initiated the program in August 1951, said
Kamona Sniffer, crossing
guard coordinator for the department.
"The fact that we've only
lost two speaks well about our
guards and ... that the majority of motorists are careful
when they approach
schools," said Shifter.
"But there's still plenty of
drivers out there who'll stop
for a dog or cat, but just sit on
their horn and keep going
when they see a child or a
CTossingjzuard in the street,"
"It's sad," said Patrolman
Michael Fratto, who works in
the South Side district that
included Despenza's corner.
"I only saw her when she
came in to pick up her check,
but she was a real sweetheart."

Man endangers species
BOSTON (AP) - An animal exhibitor charged
with cruelty after officials seized two of his tigers
on a New Hampshire farm and an elephant in a
Massachusetts parking lot said yesterday he is the
victim of fanatics.
Brian Watson, 42, who has owned and operated
the East Coast Camel Co. in Essex for 22 years, is
charged with animal cruelty and stealing back six
monkeys and a camel taken from him by the
Animal Rescue League of Boston.
League officials say inspections of the Essex
farm found unsanitary conditions, cramped quarters and sick and dying animals.
"This is the worst case of cruelty I've seen in my
15 years with the league," said Richard Bryant,
prosecuting state officer for the organization.
Some of the animals were in pretty rough shape
and their quarters were filthy. We have witnesses
who have seen him beating the animals."
But Watson said league officials and inspectors
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture took some
minor problems with "dust and cobwebs" and
blew them out of proportion.
"It's absolutely a vendetta," Watson said in a
telephone interview. "They figure I represent an
animal business that they don t think should be in
business."
"OVER A period of time, as anyone in the
animal business will tell you, they get a little grief
from the USDA and the Animal Rescue League.
Maybe some of it's a little bit legitimate, (like)
you didn't clean the pen real good today." But, he
said, some charges are picky and others simply

false.
Watson, who used the lions, tigers, camel,
elephant, exotic birds, horses, pigs, monkeys ana
sheep at rural fairs and for commercial promotions, said the animals generally were well-kept
and healthy.
"It's fanatical," he said. "I can go to your house
and find that your dog tipped his water over and
say you're cruel."
League officials and veterinarians, however,
tell a different story.
Acting on a tip, league officials in June said they
saw foot-deep mud and manure, tight quarters,
numerous skinny, sick-looking animals and two
dead goats, said spokeswoman Carol McCarthy.
The officials, armed with a search warrant,
seized a cow, pony, goat and pig that the league
said were underweight and had parasites. Watson,
however, said the animals were all recently
purchased and he was in the process of fattening
them.
DURING A second search in August, league
officials took more animals away for treatment.
On Oct. 8, a camel and six monkeys were reported
stolen from the Southwick Wild Animal Farm in
Mendon, a private zoo where some of the animals
were being kept. Police issued an arrest warrant
for Watson.
He had moved the rest of his animals to a tent on
a dairy farm in Epping, N.H. - not to avoid
Massachusetts authorities, he said, but to give
himself time and space to clean the Essex farm.

THIS WEEK AT
MILTON'S ON MAIN
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

Millions
■a

itor compliance with a comprehensive test-ban treaty, if one
were negotiated, he said.
And they give American scientists and government officials
the ability for the first time to
"map" the geology of the Soviet
test site, thus allowing more
accurate determination of the
magnitude of any Soviet nuclear
tests, Cochran said.
The Soviet seismologists, led
by Igor Nersesov of the Institute
of Physics of the Earth in Moscow, are scheduled to arrive in
the United States on Nov. 9.
Because of conditions placed
on their visit by the Reagan
administration, they will not be
able to visit the proposed monitoring sites in Nevada and California, each about 70 miles from
the Nevada test site where U.S.
nuclear weapons tests are conducted, Cochran said.
THE CONDITIONS were that
the Soviets witness a nuclear
test and a demonstration of a
system called CORRTEX, designed to allow the monitoring of
nuclear explosions.
The reason, Cochran said, is
that the Reagan administration
favors a limited test-ban treaty
overseen by CORRTEX, while
the Soviets favor a comprehensive test-ban treaty.
The Soviets declined to agree,
and so they will not visit the
proposed monitoring sites.

by hit-and-run driver
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BGSU Needs A Friend and Advocate In Columbus!
JOYCE KEPKE-BGSU GRADUATE
DIRECTOR OF CONFERENCES AND IN-HOUSE
TRAINING (CONTINUING EDUCATION)
TWIN DAUGHTERS - KAREN & KATHRYN,
BGSU JUNIORS
SON - MARK, 1985 BGSU GRAD

HUSBAND, AL - FACULTY MEMBER
JOYCE KEPKE - WORKED AT BGSU -10 YEARS
SUPPORTED APPOINTMENT OF BGSU
STUDENTS & STAFF TO IMPORTANT
GOVERNMENT BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS

Joyce Kepke has a Real Stake in BGSU.
Joyce Kepke will Fight for BGSU and BGSU's Future.
Joyce Kepke will be a Full-Time Representative
Pounce] Adv. PMd lor by Kepke for WC Comm ; KM Rothrock. treat . P.O. Box 11.4. Bowing Green, OH 43402.

WOOD COUNTY

fST

JOYCE

KEPKE

FOR STATE REPRESENTAUVF
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Falcons tie school record with 18th win
Sweep Bearcats easily
by Tom Skcmhitz
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green's Lisa Berardinelli attempts to dink a shot over the
outstretched arms of Cincinnati's Tina Durbin and Diane Weisenhohn

BG News/ Alex Horvath
last night In Anderson Arena. BG swept the Bearcats in three game, 1510, 15-4, 15-4.

Beantown fans greet Sox
BOSTON (AP)- Subdued
"We're here to say thank
Boston Bed Sox players re- you," said Trudy Siraco of Camturned to Fenway Park early bridge. After watching the game
J'esterday amid cheers from on television, she came out to
ans who stubbornly waved the ballpark with her husband
"We're No. 1" signs despite the Joe and their son, Sean, 4.
The Bed Sox' charter landed
World Series loss to New York.
"They're the greatest. I think at Logan International Airport
they're wonderful. Everyone of where advance word about tight
them. They might not have won security kept fans away. Playthe World Series, but they're ers were taken by bus to Fenchamps," said Nancy Joyce, 39, way, where many of them had
one ot about 50 die-hard fans on parked their cars.
RED SOX traveling secretary
hand for the team's 3:15 a.m.
EST arrival.
Jack Rogers, who was hit by a
"I was heartbroken for Wade thrown bottle at Shea Stadium
Boggs," said she said of her as the team departed, stepped
favorite player, who sat the du- off the plane with a bandaged
gout and wept after the Sox head. He refused an ambulance
bowed 8-5 to the Mets in the and went to Fenway, where
seventh and final game Monday team doctor Arthur Pappas
night.
stitched the wound, team

Coach, wife helped
encourage Knight
;

:
:
;
;

NEW YORK (AP)-When Ray
Knight left for spring training
with the New York Mets last
February, he took with him an
encouraging word from his wife,
champion golfer Nancy Lopez.
"She said, 'You can win the
third base job,' " Knight recalled.
And what did he say?
"I said, 'No way.'

:

The man was just being realis-

!

was," Johnson said. "He came
to spring training in great
shape. He had lost some weight
and worked hard. You can tell a
guy with tremendous desire, tremendous fight. The situation on
my ballclub was such that Ray
was instrumental in solidifying
our team."

Knight started the season platooning at third base, but a siz• tie. Knight knew the Mets had zling April - six homers in the
; tried hard all winter to trade first nine games, a .333 average
- him and the only reason he was for the first 31 games - made
-still around was that General him the everyday starter. Just
■ Manager Frank Cashen could as Nancy said.
- find no takers for a 33-year-old
He finished the season with a
'■ infielder coming off two straight .296 batting average and was an
important bat in the middle of
£ sub-par seasons.
Knight, however, had one im- the lineup. In the World Series,
portant person in his corner. he became the most important
Manager Davey Johnson saw bat.
Three hits, including a tie.- him as important, veteran sta:' bility for a mostly young Met breaking, seventh-inning home
run in Monday night's B-S sev''team.
"He was always in my ear, enth-game victory, clinched the
; always telling me how good he Series MVP award for Knight.

spokesman Dick Beschiami
said.
At Fenway, fans gathered
around Game 7 pitchers Bruce
Hurst, who went six innings, and
loser Calvin Schiraldi, who
waded into the small crowd to
shake hands. The rest of the
team walked slowly and quietly
into the ballpark.
Ed Gurley, 27, assistant manager of a souvenir shop at Fenway, looked at the bright side.
"Right now, a lot of pople are
hurt. The Bed Sox were supposed to be in fifth place, and
they're American League
champs. People forget that.
Earlier, about 250 fans
crowded into the Dockside Bar
and Restaurant near Faneuil
Hall to watch the game on tele-

vision. When second baseman
Marty Barrett struck out to end
the game, the bar was quiet and
the crowd filtered out.
"My heart was broken for the
third time since 1967," said Donald Mooney, a factory forman.
The Red Sox lost the 1967 World
Series to the St. Louis Cardinals
and the 1975 World Series to the
Cincinnati Beds.
Mooney said he was 6 years
old when he attended his first
Red Sox World Series game in
1967, and the Red Sox lost. "In
1975,1 sat at home and cried,"
Mooney said. "Now I'm of age.
I'm 25, and I'm still crying."
"It stinks," said Jane Coady,
25, who slumped in her chair
when the Mets took the lead.
"I'm disgusted."

Its taken awhile, but a Denise
Van De Walle-coached volleyball team has a place in the
Bowling Green record books.
Although the Falcons' volleyball team may have sensed it all
along, it's now official the 1986
Falcons are the best the University has ever witnessed.
With last night's overwhelming 15-10, 15-4, 154 sweep of
Cincinnati in Anderson Arena,
BG's spikers vaulted their overall record to 1M and winning
percentage to .750.
The win tied the season record
for most wins in one season and
is the best winning percentage a
Falcon team has ever had this
late in the season. Former BG
coach Pat Peterson led her
teams to 18-win seasons in 1977
and 1978, but also lost seven and
12 games in those seasons, respectively.
When it was all over and the
Falcons had finished congratulating Lisa Berardinelli on her
match-point dink, Van De Walle
couldn't help but reflect on her
four seasons as the team's head
honcbo.
"I feel like it's taken us awhile
to get here, but I always knew
we could do it." the Ball State
graduate said. "We've been
struggling in the past with players being in and out of the organization, but now we've got a
feel of consistency and it s allowing the girls to play a fastpaced, power game.
BG EXAMPLIFIED Van De
Walle's description to a tee
against the 13-9 Bearcats.
Led by the strong blocking of
Berardinelli, Lynne Nibert and
Kelley Ellett, BG managed to
come back from a 5-7 deficit to
edge UC in the opening match,
1M0.
It was as close as the Bearcats
would come to stopping the Falcons from winning their sixth
straight match, as BG jumped to

an 11-0 lead in the second game
and never looked back.
While Jo Lynn Williamson,
last week's Mid-American Conference Play er-of-the-Week,
rocked the UC spikers with several of her match-high 12 kills,
setter Linda Popovich began
spreading the Bearcat defense
with her well-timed dinks and
rolls.
BG opened the third game Just
as strong, taking a 10-1 lead due
much in part to the strong play
of Nibert. The junior finished
with five kills, a .555 hitting
percentage, two service aces
and five block assists.
"Lynne started to hit the ball
very well in the last game and
she also blocked for points,"
Van De Walle said.
UC COACH Mike Lingenfelter
said his team could not adjust to
the Falcons versatile offense
which spread out immensely
after the first game.
"We are a young team and
couldn't adjust to their different
game plan after the first game,"
Lingenfelter said."Basically,
BG is just a better team than us.
They did more things right more
often and they eventually wore
us down.
"We've played several teams
in the MAC and BG is definitely
one of the strongest we've faced
all."
Popovich, who Lingenfelter
said was BG's key to victory,
explained the adjustment in the
Falcons offense.
' "They were beating us a t their
own game in the first game,"
the freshman setter said. "But
we started running the middle
more often because it was so
open."
Popovich led BG's .398 team
hitting percentage with a .600 of
her own. She also led both teams
with 13 digs, while Berardinelli
notched a match-high six block
assists.
UC finsished witha dismal .046
team hitting percentage with
Sonya Jackson garnishing 13 of
the Bearcats' 30 kills.

KalbmecN B(a$
WSA & COCO
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Friday October 31
7 p.m.—1 a.m.
Hayrides 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Costume Contest 9:30 p.m.
Basement Moseley Hall

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

GARDNER

FRIDAY OCT. 31

9:00 p.m.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR BEST COSTUMES
1st prize
25.00
2nd prize
15.00
3rd prize
10.00
FREE ADMISSION WITH COSTUME!!!
FREE SPECIAL EDITION UPTOWN T-SHIRT
TO tit too PE0PU1
FREE POPCORN AND HALLOWEEN TREATS!

STATIONARY
Pens, pencils, notebooks, pads,
paper, glue, scissors, tape,
report covers, paper clip, and
much more. We have the supplies
you need. Come to Kinko's and
see our new Paper-by-the-Pound
stationary.

kinkes

Great copies. Great people.

354-3977

WORKING HARD FOR BGSU & WOOD COUNTY
Paid by Citizens for Gardner, Ashel Bryan & Betty Montgomery, Co-chrm., 710 Fairview Ave., BG

113 BK Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

HOURS:
K-Tr 7:30-10:00
Frl
7:30-6:00
Sat
9:00-6:00
Sun 12:00-8:00

Classifieds
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS

•••HAUNTED HOUSE*'*
Oct 24 26. 30 31 and Mov 1 7 11 pm
Wood Co Fairgrounds W Poe Rd
Sponsored by BG Jeyoees and AMA
*'SpanisnClub"
Conversation hour starts at 7 30 p m -8 30
p m At Potyeyes vou wont know what you're
m*ss>ng unt- you ettend
•BOWUNG GREEN
POLO CLUB SWEATSHIRTS' *
On Safe Oct 22 31 9 30 2 30
BA and Math Soence Buddings
BG News meeting for volunteers--writers and
photographers-every Sunday 8 pm. 210
Wast Halt For further information call
3722603
CoBege of Education a AJsed Professions
Students Went to meet prospective BGSU
students'' Have input on the Ccseoe I epecial
recruitment prograrns? Take the teed in panning
special events? Come to a formative meeting of
me Studeni Recnirtmenl Committee. Wednesday. October 29 at 4 pm in the Alumni Room.
Unon
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LOST: QoU Opal Rmg on 10 20 at Wash HouM
or McOoneW cafeteria Sentimental value
Reward1 Please cat Kathy at 354 3610 rf
found
LOST Saver charm bracelet Belonged to
deceased relative Sentimental value Reward
Cal 353 2019
LOST To the person who found 2 rings, one
stver bend and one gold band wftti a pee/1 in the
middle in the women's reatroom at the REC
center on Monday. Oct 20. please return to
the REC center s host and found I would be
moat grateful

RIDES
Intereated In chartering a bus to Pittsburgh? 40
people needed It's cheep' Cal 372-8305

RIDE NEEDED TO CLEVELAND AREA'
WEEKEND OF OCT 31 -NOV 2 CAN L£AVE
ANYTavIE WtU HELP WITH GAS SS PLEASE
CALL USA. 3723908

SERVICES OFFERED

Jom our Haaoween Party sponsored by World
Studeni Association and Commuter Off*
Campus Organization on Friday October 31
from 7 p m -1 am. Costume Contest 9 30
p m and enjoy hayndes at 7 p m and 9pm
Come and have a blast at basement Moseley
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Information Session
Wednesday 12 30
231 Adrnmstrehon Btdg
find out more1

New Doctor' Town A Country Animal Health
Care now open (Formerly Recker Veterinary
CareciOr VIcWFrobose. 1818E WooaterSt.
352-1478 Student rates avaaabet

SKI CLUB Mandatory meeting to p-cH up Raffle
Tickets Sweatsfwts available now' Be thereWed . 070 Overman'
STRESS

MANAGEMENT NOTE TAKING
WORKSHOP
NOVEMBER 4. 3 30-5 00. 213 Moaaley Had
Develop ways to manege your stress to maximize your success and learn time-saving tips
for taking notes by sigrvng up for (his important
workshop by csflng the Study Skills Center at
372 8840
TEXT ANXIETY- TEST TAKING
STRATEGIES WORKSHOP
November 6 3 30-5 00 213 Moseley Hal
Control text anxiety before it controls you and
learn effective strategies for taking both objec
hve and essay teats by signing up lor thss important workshop by cafcng the Study Skies Center
at 372 8840
The Bowtng Green Pubsc Relations Organize
ion H meeting Wednesday. October 29th at
7 30 p m In the University Hal forum for yearbook pictures A general meeting will foeow with
eusat speaker Larry Harm discussing Agency
rafallorw Al Journafcsm and Premajors welcome
November 4. is Election Day Al canneed your support and your vote Be Informed voters by attending a Meet the CanrJdates night Wed Oct 29. 7 00 p m at
Bowing Green High School on W Poe Rd
Sponsored by League of Women Voters of
Bowtng Green and Perrysburg

World Student Organization grves you the
chance to scoaaze with our sartor citizens on
November 1 at 5 00 p m at Sartor Citizens
Centre Snacks are provided If you wish to go.
*gn up et 411 South HaJ.
Would you ska to explore another part of our
country and sti attend school? National Student Exchange « for you' Find out more
Thursday October 30. i 00 p m . 231 Adrrunisrrahon BkJg
WRESTLING Offioels needed Pick up referral
at Student Employment Office Fil out appfceatlon ri IM Office before noon on Nov 3

Need a trench tutor? I can help you. I am a
trench studeni and can grve you FREE french
classes n exchange of engsah conversation
Phone 353 0809 after 5 00 p m

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy lest, objective ^formation By appo*itment or walk-in
Cat now 354 HOPE

PERSONALS

II. McKaa and CLARKE PINTEO
GREAT GAME FRIDAY' YOU BOTH PLAYED
WELL BRIAN. YOUR GOALS WERE THE
BEST. AND SO ABE YOU! YOUR NO I FAN
MM
BETA UTTLE SISSES Thenka loi yout support
during ruan' Lets gal together aoma lima
Lova. the Alpha Slg Lima Slaaaa
Bowing Oraan ao far away, whan aro you going
to coma vWt ua someday? Here at Purdue Me
goaa on don't forget, wa OUn't mean to turn you
on Always remember et Purdue Spot and
Schlep wi be waiting lor you1
CHARLES.
JUST A UTTLE REMINDER TO PICK UP THE
SPECIAL MUM FOR TOUR MUM SOLD ALL
WEEK IN THE S S FORUM AND MSB FOR
JUST A MERE $2 50 SO ORDER ENOUGH
FOR THE ENTIRE PALACE LOVE. 01
CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS
There are many other students on campus
who there In your lova for Jaeua Chrlat and
taHh In Ood'a word. Please don't go wrthovt
feMowihlp wondering how lo meet them. The
Fellowship ol Chrtettan Siudente (FCSI la a
non-denomlnatlonal campue outreach
dedicated to Christian growth Wa IMBI
TONWHT, 7:00 p.m, Alumni Room, Student
URelR. Finn Fool Wilcimi.
CINOIWAHL
We're ao happy for you on your Alpha Xl-Theta
Chi lavallerlng to Dale Mlchelichi
Congratulatlona1
Your alalara of Alpha Xi

QLEMBV ATUHLMANS
Fal Perm Special
M-W-F
S35
Hair cut ^eluded
352-5615

COED SAUNAS FOR RENT
Now that we have your attention. Oft Campue
Student Organuation and World Student Aaaoc
Haaoween Party. Oct 31. 7 pm 1 am
MUSIC. FOOO. DANCE, t HAYRIOE
Oft
Campue Student Canter

I CAR CAM TALK I
Tom Sockman of Sockman's Automobile w* be
speaking on how to get your car ready tor
winter. October 29 at 12 00 at the Off-Campus
Student Center Sponsored by the OW-Carnpus
Studeni Organization snd the Student Consumer Union
-SKARCONGRATS ON THIS
PAST WEEKEND
PHI ALPHA

Come join ua for some Haaoween fun AC E
meeting Oct 20. 305 Moaoley. at 7 00 P m
Congratulatlonal Stephanie Delay
on being the 1086 Al-Campus
Womana Termla Champion
You earned in So
-Stave
CONORATULATIONS TO KAPPA SIOMA
BROTHER OF THE WEEK-RANDY ROOF
Congratulations to Cindy Wahl and Dale
Mlcheech on the* Alpha Xi Delta-Thata Chi
avatermg
The Brothers ol Thata Chi

"••ETHYODCR"'
I'm so glad you're my
BIO) II
We've got an awesome family'
Love, your "Little'

Congratulatlona Karen Perkey and Craig Tuley
on your engagement
The Brothers of Thata Chi

'ANNUAL FRIGHT NIGHT BASH*
Wednesday, October 29
at College Station. 7-10 p.m.
All UAO Halloween Party

Congra!uHt1ona Thata Chi Road Raeiera' Fkst
and th*d peace-way to go'
You guys are fantastic'
Love your Gamma Phi coaches
Donna and Lease

•WIN A FREE TRIP TO DETROIT'
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program is sponsoring an
essay contest and the wmners wil receive an al
expense paid trip to Detroit 11*14-11-16
Vour essay's theme wfl be Why do you think it
a important to experience cultural diversity? Al
essays must be 300-500 words, typed, double
spaced and received by 4 00 p m 10-30-88 in
Rm 108 Sfiatzel Hal II you have any questions
eel 372-2798
ENTER AND WIN
7th Annual Uptown-Powntwon
Halloween Blast FrtrJay

LOST & FOUND

Oct 31

Brass colored key chain with University Crete
ernbtern with 4 keys Please call 353-2221

ADOPTION We are a hepprfy married professional couple with strong family values and longing to adopt a newborn Lots of love, beautiful
home, and bright future guaranteed Expense
covered Please cal cosset Chris a Paul
213-927-6997

LOST -Large, unique gold ring PoaaaVy lost al
bars Reward if found Cal 353-4028

ATTENTION: LOW SMTTH
CongratutaBona on
your tgthB-dey'
Welch out WhM Mountain'
Love, your fj
AXO Pledgee'
You're the Mar
Kaap mat spun up'
We love you'

Mlsce*ansoMS fall clean-up l light hauling.
372-4396. Ful spectrum landscaping done
Shrubs planted-trees removed

Peace. Love, and Music
s Coffee House featuring n»e music, poetry,
and snacks. Walk-on talents, edttorrals
welcomed. Will be heM at the Amanl Room,
9 00-11 30 p.m., Wednesday, October 29th.
Sponsored by the Peace Coalftlon

ATTENTION!
DEE BAUER AND MTZI BAUM ARE PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE THE UPCOMING MARRIAGE
Of THE* THIRD ROOMMATE. MELISSA
MOTTICE-ALPHA XI DELTA QUEEN. TO
TROY FRAKER-EPPLER WEKJHT LIFTING
KINO. WE WISH YOU YEARS OF
MATPJMONAL BUSS

^P^gg^S •5m-5wT^K$iEftJ

CRISTY AONES
rm ao exerted to have you aa my Big I'm looking forward to many great Bmee and memories
we i share1
YOU'RE THE OREATEST'
I LOVE MY BKlt
Your UT Peggy
Dane© Rock lead smgar needed Practice
evenings Mon . Wad . Frl. Sun Guitar preferred, not necessary Call 372-3105 or
372-5029
DAVE EDMUNDS and MARK FREUND
Whan you can team to not trash apartments and
to pee In the toast and NOT in the at*, you're
more than welcome to vtert Plata a bring one
loaf of bread and one ev ol peanut butter for
retnburaementl
Hungry and drenched on High St
Delta Zeus,
Oat reedy to throw that confetti-only tour
more daysl
Emily
Thanks for a great year There wet be many
more to coma I love you forever
Span
Engaah Darts a Parts
Sign Up for Dart League
Purcere Bate Shop. 362 6264
Oat Psyched KDal
Let's kick some butt In Intramural FootbM
Love, your Fil lootbal coach

.. HALLOWEEN

J£
Oct. 29
in the
Union Oval

12:30-1:30

FREE!

• Trick or Treat Candy

asl My' Colored Hairsprays

^^ftljH* Decorations
352-1693

Pepsi
6 pk.

UU

a OON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO FOR YOU".
MUM? A: BUY HER A PARENT* DAY MUMI
ON SALE NOW IN S S FORUM AND MSB
ONLY S2.M, SOT OFT YOURS TOOAYi

GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEWNO OABY MART)
MON- SAT 11 6

SAE Happy Hours Are Back'
I lo sis si i Warm-Up
Frttay. October 31
4-6 p.m at Nerd's Puna
(Don't forget: Coatume Party is Sat at 9 p.m. ei

500 E. Wooster

$2.39

HALLOWEEN PARTY Oct. It, 7pm-1em
OH Campus Student Center. Wear your
costumes and Be there tor the hayrtdo
eponeered by Off Campua Student OrganlzeUon and World Student Aaaoc. C
May you crazy PI Pin anqaojWay to decipher thoea duaa
And race on to a victory'
Congrats on warning let place In the
sorority drvtalon of the Road Re*y'
Lova, Tour PI Prs Staler*
HOCKEY MOM! IN BOWLING QUEEN
I ABATT'S HAT TRICK SPECIAL*
BEFORE-DURING-AFTER EVERY FALCON
QAME
POLLYEYES PlZZA-440 E. COURT- 1S2-M3I
I LOVE YOU!
Happy Haaoween
You're Cute'
Say al trse and more with a Haaoween Pumpkin1
Sold in Unrvaralty Hal Oct 29 30 for $t 00
Proceeds go to Help the Itomoteee Sponeored
by Omega Phi Alpha. National Service Sorority
Intemetlonal Studarrla.
Enjoy a Halloween tradition, la at Ova OH
Campus Student Center Oct 11, 7 pm • t am
tor an evening of dancing, food. fun. and a
haynde. Sponaered by the Of) Campua Student Organliatlon and WSAIWeer your
ooetumeelll
JEFF AND FRANK
The Alpha Dell roorntea had ao much tun at the
Lambda Chi happy hours, wa decided to double our tun "Uon In the hay" with the Lambda
Chi twins Thanks tor a auupar time, even
though wa OWnl go 10 Cokjmhua (NOTE Wa
spaaed Lambda with a B) Carol and Chrlaay
M Oodlewskl and Paul Jeremiah,
What In THE HELL ware you doing at the
Cleveland Airport with those bmboa? LOLA"
Let s pound a twelve, litter In the Cuyahoga
River and run down aoma gaa pumpa Paul
thank you for flmng our TV and cleaning up
Qino'e gaa station And m a backgroud voice
aha aaxl -'I'm going to ask that man where the
observation deck la1" Next time we won't wear
our pfs to Convenient Northeastern Ohio wal
never be mt aame after our October break
Love, Anna. Cyndi and Leigh Ann
P S -We're vary aorry for thoae ol you who
coutdn t make the ant
Kappa Siga
Corvgnitulatiorie on being al fraternity aottbal
Champa You are al once again the greatest'
Love,
Your sweetheart.
Caroryn
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Presents Ihelr 6th Annual
TueMn Service
Sun., No.. 2 Ihru Thure., fan. f
354-3201 or 351-362(1

HAIR UNLIMITED
Hair Care 8
Tanning Center

Cider
tor
everyone!!

$18.50

780 S. College

ITUOY M FRANCE THIS SUMMER OR IN
ACAOf UK YEAR 1M7-41
Nan the moat fantastic time In your life!
recmer partsctpante, come answer questions
lor Intereated students Wednaaday. October
tt, 7:10 PM si the Malaen Frsncalsa. Free
and open toe*.
SU2Y VAN BUREN
I love my Gemme Pm Beta Little
SUZY VAN BUREN
The Brothers ol Theta Chi would Bus to grve a
belated congrarukmons to Una Ernst and Stave
Hornee on their Alpha XI Delta. Thata Chi
The Brothara of Thata CM
The Oft Campua Student Organization a The
Student Consumer Union w* be hosting a talon Oct 29 at 12 00 m me Oft Campua Student
Cantor on getting your car ready lor the winter
Featured speaker Tom Sockman of Sockman s
Automotive
To ray Mg SUE HANSEN.
You're the groeteat1 Thanka for atwaya being
there' The beat la yet to coma'
PI PM lova and mine.
Your Ma,
AMI

To our FUl ooeohee: Dan and iggy
Thank you tor coaching
The Floed Raty Race
You helped ua to be
The car m F«ST piece
We wanted to say
You guys era the BEST
For going to MMon'a
And also breaklaat'
Lova.
thaPIPMa

Lym,
Look gang I'm dandn' My watermelon loaa Ka
aeeda For an old man, you bring out the mammal in ma

PARENT'S DAY MUM SALE
OCT 27-NOV 4 AT SS FORUM AND MSB
MUMS IN YELLOW OR WHITE. S2 SO
ORDER YOURS TOOAYi
PM Mu Phis,
CortgrMulMtona' Ptedgvig ts almost over Wa
hope you've anfoyed every single minute ol Phi
Mu swlerhood ao far And we promise many
great trnee ahead' Enjoy your last Phi meeting,
and gat payched for activation Paula Averlan.
you've done e tantaanc fob aa Phi director'
We're proud of you!
Love, your PM Mu alatara

(Includes shampoo & cut)
NnlieHMiMflHUH

Earn $480 weekly $60 par hundred
envelope* ahjfted Quaranlaad Homaworkera
needed lor «>mpariy profact atufftng anvatopaa
and ■eaambeng matenele Send stamped self
addraaaad anvaiopa to JBK Maacorrwany. P O
Box 25-18. CaataK. Catfomte. 91310
Female Modal Wanted-Free Lanca
Pfxytogrepher needs modal lor cantertotd poaiHon. Pubtahar pays modal direct upon accaptance of pnolograph $5000 for centerfold.
$2000 for feature Sand complete selfdaaonptton and any pricKograpfia--lrtiyyTTiatky>
wntch would help ua determine your eagttNMy
to Photography. PO Box 1157, Brjwang
Oraan. OH 43402 'Sand aalf-addraaaad
■tamped envelope for return of al pnotogreph*
4 Info sent Cannot be responaibie for Lost or
darnaged material
iSorriaworkars wanted now' Top Pay' Work at
Home No experience needed Cal Cottage Industries 405-360-4082 day or evening
Needed Part Bme experienced sates person
Dandy's Lane Cal 832-6425
Occasional babysrllar needed In my rural BO
home Car a muat, references
Local
phona-086-4523 after 3 p m
Party Amrvals to run Spring Break vacations lo
Florida and Carrtbaan. Earn tree trip and cash
Sand resume to Naflonei Studeni Travel $ervtoae. P.O Box 1193. Ormond Beach. FL
32074. include phone number or cat ua at
1 904-441-8687
Students needed for Election Day Make $40
tor one day's work Need 50 students for Tues
day, Nov 4 to stand at posa and gather
sionaturee 1-255-4114

TYPtSTS-$5O0 WEEKLY AT HOME INFORMATION? SEND SASE TO MR. YAHAYA.
1221-W BROOKVIEW. NO 43. TOLEDO. OH
43615

Wedneaday. October 29
UAO Haaoween Party
7-10 PM
al Cotoge Station
tor al UAO Members 1 a gueel

FOR SALE

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Lamda CM Alpha Fraternity
Praaaall their Ith Annual
Iuck-ln Service
Sun., Nov. 2 thru Thure., Nov. 6
154-1201 or 161-162(1
"But there's no place to plug In my curing Iron in

JAUI"

"WOOO COUNTY JAIL.-

rrs

NO PICNIC"

SI75 hae new. microwave oven Neve* been
ueed. For ehowtng after 8 30 p.m,
6689544
73 Mava.sk FOR SALE
$600 or beat offer

353 1945

1973 Otrja 88 Vary good condition $375
Phone 669-4229
1978 Toyota Cetca LrftbaO Loaded with opDona Good condition Cat 3522323 attar 8
p.m.
1979 Cnevette 1 owner, ex cond., 4-door
AC AM-FM-CASS. automatic, 55.700 mtaa
• 1.600 or beat otter 362-4462. everanga
1982 Ford EXP. 4 spaed Make otter Waterb
ad (85 Cal 353-1040

MUM'S THE WORD
BUY YOUR PARENTALS A MUM FOR
PARENTS DAY
YELLOW OR WHITE JUST $2 50
OCT 27-NOV 4 IN S S FORUM 1 MSB

ONLY REAL PARTY ANIMALS
wM start rhasr Halloween night at the Off
Campua Student Cantor, Frl., OeL SI, 7
p.m.-l a.m. MUSK, FOOO, COSTUMESI
Sponsored by the Oft Campua Student
Organization and World Student Aaaoc.

CnM Care Service wants inaMduaJ wfttvearfy
chidhood background or experience to work in
home aa nanny Good pay and work environ
ment Sand resume to Preferred Chid Care
Service*. P.O Box 14535. Totado. OH 43614
or cal 389 0534

UAO TRIP
•30 Haunted Houee and Tony Pacao'e tor
dinner. October 10. Sign-up UAO office. 3rd
floor Union, Slgn-ups and Oct. 29 at noon

I find a greet time "Uon In the Hay" with you
Lova. Laelle

Old PacuHar-Sapporo-Krlek-Walaa
Sample mesa and over 60 others
Polryeyee Ptna-e40 t Court-352-a«38
Import Night Wednesday and Saturday 5-1

ChHd Car* needed lo* 13 month-oid 1 or 2
artarnoona par weak, aoma flexibility
Reference* required Cal 352-3766

Travel field pc-srhon immedialeny ava*toNe Good
oommaMlons. valuable work experience, travel,
and other benefits Cal Bi Ryan (tol free)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete rtormahon

CRIME DOESN'T PAY"

ON campua students! Begin vour Friday at
the On-Cernpua Student Center with a Halloween party with w 5A WEAR your costumes.
Oct 31, 7pm-1am. Ouee.2-2571.

AW»--Oro»rty Appiuiiom
■r« Deir-g accepted el
Bovrtng Greeo Manor
1021 W Poe Rd BG

TYPING SERVICES lor al types ol papera
75pg|dbl sp ) 90 pg dissertations
Cal 352-3987 from Sam-Opm

WRESTUNO 5S5 needed Pk* up referral
al Student Employment Office Fl out appecaron -i IM Offlca before noon on Nov 3

USA ERNST
Oelated Conr^atue»one on your Thata Cr*~
Atpha XI pmnmg to Steve Hotmes' What a aurpnae1 Love, the Alpha Xia

$10*500 wMWy-up me«ng Cw-cuHwi1 Hutu
Mlf-i(Mr •»••<]. slimped •nvelop-e
A-1,
11020 Ventura. SUls 268. Otpt P3. Studk)
CNy.CA 91604

Travel Field Opportunity
Gam valuable
marketing experience whee earning money
Campua representative needed immediately for
spring break trip to Ftonda Cal Campus
Marketing at 1 800-282-6221

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ur Jodie Erretl
I kwamy LlttlelMI!
Love, your Big

HELP WANTED

TUCK-IN SERVICE
TUCK-IN SERVICE
TUCK-IN SERVICE

WANTED

IN] Chesette, 4 door, AM-FM cassette
atereo, new Urea, new brakes 353-2060
1988 30 toot camper, tufy self-contained
loaded Moat aacnUce 353 0978

1 female to lutilseai apartment for Spring
Samaalar Contact Uaa 354-8161
Female roommate wanted-2 bedroom apt vary
doae to campua for Spring semester Kathy
352-3027
Female roommate needed lor Spring aemeiter
Haven Houee Apts on Wooster Contact Uaa
354 2321
Famatoa cozy apt: doae to campua' New furrmjra • muat aaa to baaava 352-0*44
NONSMOKING FEMALE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER NICE. 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
MARIE 354-2234
Seeking one female roommate to sublease apt
with 3 other gala CBaa lo campus rent 1640 a
sameater CM 353-8810
WANTED A creative Haaoween coelume to fit
5'10" average male Phone 352-4352
WANTED FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE. UKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER IF INTERESTED. CALL 353-4217
WANTED: ORIENTAL RUOS, any size any
condition (3131 769-8555 or (3131
995-7597.

Apple II computer, great starter compute* 2
rJak drtvea. eome software packages S500.
352-3059
Beer lights,
5233562

neons

mirrors

523-6309.

FEN06R BULLET GUITAR-UKE NEW MANY
EXTRAS. kW*T SACRIFICE $276 CALL
CASEY 2-1863
FOR SALE 10sr»«dSWw«in bicycle
Electric Sewing Machine In Cat-net
Phone 362-2684 after 3:00 p m

Free to good home, one female ferret with
snots and cage 364-4901.
la It True You Can Buy Jeapa lor $44 through
the U S government? Oat the facts today Cal
1-312-742-1142EX1 1794
MOTORCYCLE 1961 HONDA CB750K (4
cyMer). wtndaraald, sjmoet new, 660 miaa.
*1200. DavM Cheson. 372-2330 work,
352 5735 home

POOL TABLE Regulation size Canadian Green
. 3-4 rich seats Late new Scuea.alac
i. Dtua pmg-pong board for atop of
ere Included (860 Cal 257-3320 altar
6 p.m.

SPECIAL OFFER

30 RESUMES for $30
HI

with this coupon - otter expire* October 31,1986
* Include* 1 page typesetting
' Fine paper - Quality printing
' Quick Service
' Convenient Downtown Location
111 South Main - 352-5762

Hi lira's

143 W. Wooster
353-3281

Cut & Color

BG DRIVE-THRU

SKI EPS
Thanka for the wondarful teat Hope to aaa you
agaai soon"
Lova. the Alpha xia

plus a FREE SIX PACK of

+

333

ureas)

Guys Lee Cord Ctoee-Out
Regular »20. NOW S12 95
Jeans N Things. 531 Fudge

Dorsey's Drugs

and Pepsi products

Doughnuts

Owe your Mom end DM » Urea*
taM mam to aaa the 5th Daneneion at the
Parana Day Show Saturday. Nov S $6 00
and M 00 tickets are on sale at the Alumni
Center, or cal 372-2701 lor Information

Show us your
current student I.D.
and we'll give you...
The Office Environment Center

10T?
sTOM-ooes
Monaj. ('HUll »0»m MOD"
IJ- •00R*>

Office Equipment

FOR RENT
APT FOR RENT SPRING SEMESTER
Spaciaua 2 bedroom. 2 bath, appaanoaa, al
Me paid except electric Gee heat Vary
dam, good mgml Cal 353-0733
For Rent Spring 2 bedrooms In 3 bedroom
house on W Wooster Nonsmoking Onry
• 135 a month each Includes al utaWea. baaK
phone. baaK cabas Cal 382-8181
FOR SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FREE WATER AND SEWER
•426 PER MONTH FURNISHED
CALL 353-331'
Large two bedroom 1 1-2 bath avaaeOie an
Miami,. Contact realtor al 352 5161
Need female to share houee Need mast to
share apartment Four month leaaa tor 2nd
Cal 362-7386
Neeri.One bedroom apt lor suOeeae Spring
■arm Cal for detaia! 353-2060
RMTE needed for Spring Semealer 2 man, 2
bdrm, pay gee elect .51320 Cal 354 1309.
sat for Chat

0#er good wMi hi. od Ihru ll/iO/M
?0i west Crawford Street • Fmaiav Oftio4*840 • 422 sins • 1 800 874 1188
116 S Main St - Bowling Green. OH 4S402 • (419>SSS16SS • 1-800624 1388

OuMiaai1 Large one bedroom unfumathed
apartment Tenant paya atectrtc onry Pool'Cal
a or Bath 352-0292

